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 Abstract  

In the present date, India is an extensive customer of petroleum product, for example, coal, raw 

petroleum and so on. The quick increment being used of Non sustainable power sources, for 

example, non-renewable energy source, oil, flammable gas has made issues of interest and 

supply. As a result of which, the eventual fate of Non sustainable power sources is getting to be 

plainly questionable. Likewise India has had a negative Energy Balance for quite a long time, 

which has brought about the need to buy vitality from outside the nation to satisfy the necessities 

of the whole nation. Despite the fact that, The Ministry of Power has set a plan of giving Power 

to All by 2014-15. This influences everybody to figure, how this will to go to happen? The 

appropriate response found is introduced in this paper called "Sustainable power Sources – 

Policies in India" India has a lot of, supply of sustainable power source assets and subsequently 

India has chosen to arrange a program for legitimate use of sustainable power source assets. 

Because of which, India is the main nation on the planet to have a restrictive service for 

sustainable power source advancement, The Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources 

(MNES). The examination of need of sustainable power sources, the arrangements of India 

through MNES, Legal part of Government of India about sustainable power sources, wellsprings 

of sustainable power source accessible in India.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

Current Scenario of Conventional Energy Sources in India:  

 

At show India is a huge shopper of petroleum product, for example, coal, raw petroleum and so 

forth. Over a previous couple of decades, vitality is required for everything. The power necessity 

is expanding at a disturbing rate because of expanded populace and mechanical development. 

This quick increment being used of vitality has made issues of interest and supply. Due to which, 

the fate of Nonrenewable energies is getting to be plainly questionable. India positions 6th on the 

planet in complete vitality utilization. Coming to control age in the nation, India has expanded 

introduced control limit from 1362MW to more than 112,058MWsince autonomy and zapped 
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more than 50,000 towns. This accomplishment is great however not adequate .It is matter of 

worry that 44% of family units don't approach the power and upwards of 80,000 towns are yet to 

be charged. It shows that India has had a negative Energy Balance for a considerable length of 

time. According to sixteenth electric power study, the foreseen requests require an extra 1, 

00,000MW supply. As it were, the accomplishments of over 5 decades should be recreated in the 

following decade. The undertaking is overpowering yet not unachievable, in light of the fact that 

India has critical potential for age of energy from sustainable power sources. As India has a lot 

of, supply of sustainable power source assets, India has chosen to sort out a program for 

appropriate usage of sustainable power source assets. Because of which, India is the main nation 

on the planet tohave a select service for sustainable power source improvement, The Ministry of 

NonConventional Energy Sources (MNES).  

 

Policies of India for Renewable Energy Sources 

Today, India has critical potential for age of energy from sustainable energysources. India's look 

for inexhaustible energyresources that would guarantee economical improvement and vitality 

security started in mid 70's of the most recent century. Therefore, utilization of different 

sustainable power source assets and effective utilization of vitality were distinguished as the two 

push regions of the economical improvement.  

 

The few important steps taken by theMinistry of India for development of renewable Energy 

sources are recapitulated below:- 

cover all major sustainable power wellsprings important to us, for example, biogas, biomass, sun 

powered vitality, wind vitality, little hydro control and the other developing advancements. In 

each of these zones, India has projects of asset appraisal, R&D, innovation advancement and 

showing. A few sustainable power source frameworks and items are presently monetarily 

accessible, as well as financially practical in contrast with petroleum products, especially when 

the natural expenses of non-renewable energy sources are considered.  

 

Commission for Additional Sources of Energy (CASE) in the 

Division of Science and Technology, in 1981. The order of CASE is to advance research 

anddevelopment exercises in the field of sustainable power source.  
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nconventional 

Energy Sources (DNES). In 1992 DNES turned into the Ministry for Nonconventional Energy 

Sources, usually known as MNES.  

 

projects on the planet for conveying sustainable power source items and frameworks. In fact, it is 

the main nation on the planet to have a select service for sustainable power source improvement, 

the Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources (MNES). MNES was renamed the Ministry of 

New and Renewable Energy.  

 

source advancement, for example, 1) Electricity administrative commission inside changed 

market-1991 2) Mandatory ecological reviews for control ventures - 1992 3) Energy preservation 

charge - 2000 4) Renewable Energy advancement charge 2005..  

 

sustainable power source through private speculation course.  

 

extends by method for giving fundamental clearances, designation of land, allocation of potential 

locales in the event of SHP extends and encouraging force buy assentions and so forth.  

 

entries of all partners, including customers.  

 

power source 

based influence  

 

- Under the ElectricityAct, 2003, the Central Government, every once in a 

while, is in charge of setting up the national power approach and duty strategy, in interview, 

among others, with the State Governments for the ideal use of all assets, including sustainable 

wellsprings of vitality. The Act 2003 has a few empowering arrangements, with a view to 
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advance quickened improvement of non-ordinary vitality based power age, as compressed 

beneath:  

 

Segment 86 (e), "The State Commission should advance co-age and age of power from 

inexhaustible wellsprings of vitality by giving appropriate measures to availability with the 

network and offer of power to any individual, and furthermore determine, for buy of power from 

such sources, a level of the aggregate utilization of power in the territory of a dispersion permit" 

Section 3, Government of India (GoI) might, every now and then, set up the National Electricity 

Policy and Tariff Policy, in meeting with the State Governments for building up the power 

framework in view of ideal usage of assets, for example, coal, flammable gas, atomic, hydro, and 

sustainable wellsprings of vitality. Segment 4, GoI should, after conference with the State 

Governments, set up a national arrangement, allowing remain solitary frameworks (counting 

those in light of inexhaustible wellsprings of vitality) for rustic territories. Consequently, today 

India is among the pioneers on the planet in usage of a few sustainable power source 

Technologies.  

 

The Range of Activities of Ministry Covers 

 

 

existing resources  

 

Formulation of arrangement and enactmen

to limit the request supply hole, particularly as populace increments.  
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Sources of Renewable Energy Available In India-Potential of India 

 

 

The hydroelectric power alludes to the vitality created from water (precipitation streaming into 

waterways, and so on.). The power of streaming and falling water is utilized to run water 

turbines to create vitality. The overwhelming yearly precipitation is situated on the North/eastern 

piece of India: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Nagaland, Manipur and Mizoram and furthermore on 

the west drift between Mumbai India uses twelve essential hydroelectric power plants: Bihar, 

Punjab, Uttaranchal, Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh, Sikkim, Jammu and Kashmir, Gujarat, and 

Andhra Pradesh. The evaluated capability of little hydro control n India is around 15000 MW.  

 

assets. The ten machines close Okha in the area of Gujarat were a portion of the main breeze 

turbines introduced in India. India has the fifth biggest breeze control introduced limit of 3595 

MW on the planet. The assessed capability of twist vitality in India is around 45,000 MW.  

 

- India has tremendous sunlight based potential. The sunniest parts are arranged 

in the south/east drift, from Calcutta to Madras. Sun oriented vitality can be utilized as a part of 

two ways-Solar warming and Solar power. A sun based power plant offers great alternative for 

jolt in regions of disadvantageous areas, for example, sloping locales, woods, deserts and islands 

where different assets are neither accessible nor exploitable in techno monetarily suitable way. 

Most parts of the nation have around 250 to 300 radiant days. In this way there is colossal sun 

based potential. 140MW sun oriented warm half and half power 

plants with 35 MW sunlight based through segment will be built in Rajasthan raising India into 

the second position on the planet in usage of sun oriented warm. Network intelligent sun based 

photovoltaic power ventures collecting 2440KW have so far been introduced. The evaluated 

capability of sun based power in India is around 20,000 MW.  

 

- India is exceptionally rich in biomass. In the region of little scale biomass 

gasification, noteworthy innovation improvement work has made India a world pioneer. A 500 

KW matrix intelligent biomass gasifier connected to a vitality ranch has been authorized under a 
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show ventures. The assessed capability of Biomass vitality in India is around 19,500 MW. 

Following is a rundown of a few States with most potential for biomass generation: Andhra 

Pradesh (200 MW), Bihar (200 MW), Gujarat (200 MW), Karnataka (300 MW), Maharashtra 

(1,000 MW), Punjab (150 MW), Tamil Nadu (350 MW), Uttar Pradesh (1,000MW).As India has 

such a gigantic capability of Renewable Energy Sources, It is conceivable to give Power to All.  

 

CONCLUSION 

In the course of recent decades vitality is the foundation of innovation and monetary 

advancement. Fast increment being used of vitality has made issues of interest and supply. As 

indicated by current circumstance, 80,000 towns are yet to be energized. Additionally India has 

had a negative Energy Balance for a considerable length of time. Despite the fact that, The 

Ministry of Power has set a plan of giving Power to All. Could India meet all vitality needs, was 

the issue explanation of this paper. The appropriate response found is Yes, India can meet all 

vitality needs with Renewable Energy Sources. Answer for long haul vitality issues will come 

just through research, advancement and usage of such improvements and recherché in the field 

of sustainable power sources. The aggregate assessed capability of sustainable power source is 

around 152,000 MW, which is substantially more prominent than the present aggregate 

introduced vitality producing limit of India. To beat vitality emergencies, Government has 

created numerous ventures and projects for legitimate usage of sustainable power source assets. 

Vitality issue is worldwide issue. Just the administration can't do everything. However individual 

and co-agent endeavors can complete a great deal. 

 


